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OAKLAND MAGIC CIRCLE CALENDAR, 2022:
Tuesday, August 2- Paul Lembo Lecture (Zoom)- 7:00 PM(PDT) -“Virtual Doors Open at 6:30, OMC
meeting at 6:45. Open performances follow lecture.
The lecture will be recorded for Members Only to view at a later date.

Free for OMC members; All others $15
Tuesday, September 13- (note new date) OMC Members Stage Magic Contest– Members Only
Compete for Cash Prizes & Trophy. We hope it will be in person with viewing in person and online.
Details coming soon.
Tuesday, October 4 (note new date)- interclub Stage Contest. All Northern California Magic Clubs
encouraged to enter a representative.
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Paul Lembo Virtual Lecture- Tuesday, August 2 at 7pm PDT
Paul Lembo will present a one-of-a-kind evening that will amaze you as he explains how he works his
restoration magic. He is the go-to person for everyone who has a piece of magic that needs repair, refurbishment or
complete restoration. Collectors, historians, antiquarian magic
dealers, yes, but more than a few working professionals take their
present-day apparatus to Paul for his attention as well.
Paul will tell us about his life as a magician – as a youngster growing
up in magic and being taught the basics by Al Flosso in the Martinka
shop in New York; becoming a performer and then the preservationist
of magic’s history.
Whether you’re a stage magician who works with props or someone
who performs only with cards and coins, you’ll be fascinated, amazed
by what Paul has done and what he can do.
And best of all – he’ll tell us how he does it. How he turns damaged
apparatus into functioning magic; derelict props into show pieces.
He’ll show us and describe the skills and techniques he uses to get it
done and along the way he may mention a few unique challenges and
unusual situations he’s come across over the years. And most
important, he’ll tell us why he believes that magic’s history should be
preserved for future generations.
Paul Lembo is a true master, a problem solver, a superb craftsman
with an eye for detail that is essential to restore and preserve the wonderful antique treasures that keep our history
alive. …
– David Copperfield
BIO FROM PAUL’S WEB PAGE:
My name is Paul Lembo (The
Amazing Lembo). Stage and
Close-Up performances are
my specialty. Collecting and
restoring vintage magic in my
fully equipped shop, and
building effects and illusions
from scratch is my love.
I was introduced to Magic in
1952, and would be on the
doorstep of Martinka’s every
Saturday just waiting for it to
open. Its proprietor Al Flosso
gave me my first lessons and
advice; I was the youngest
member of Harry Roz On Ring
number 26 of the International
Brotherhood of Magicians and
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was able to learn up close from the great Harry Blackstone Sr. and others of the great old-timers.
I have performed in Europe, on TV (many years ago when it was black and white) in nightclubs, and any place
I could get an audience. I believe Magic is the universal
language just like music, and it is at its best when entertaining
and mystifying (not when it is being exposed).
I am a member of The Society of American Magicians, and
various service organizations and love to correspond with
other magicians and people that were involved in the Apollo
Space Program. I forgot to mention I was coordinator of the
Lunar Module ascent stage construction for Grumman Aircraft
Corp. responsible for construction of all the Lunar Module
Ascent stages that landed on the moon. It’s an experience that
will never be matched.
Over the years I have performed professionally and now that I
am retired, magic has become my full time profession and I
love every minute of it.
Watch a short film about Paul, “The Trashman of Magic.”
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKSpbZ-r-S4&t=35s
His website has a lot of great info and effects he is selling.
Watch Paul in his workshop restoring various props.

Doug Eakin Reports on FISM 2022
I just returned from FISM 2022 and I can simply say that it exceeded my expectations. It took place in Quebec
City from Monday July 25th to Saturday July 30th and was truly a world-class magic conference. I was told that
there were 1700 attendees from around the world and events took place in the Theatre Principal (stage
competitions and galas), Theatre of Close Up (close up competition,
demonstrations, lectures), the three different lecture rooms, the McBride's
Mystery School room, the banquet room, the dealer's room, and the jam space.
But the main attraction is competition. Here are the results:
Stage Competition
· Comedy
1.
Mortenn Christiansen
2.
Ramo and Alegrio
3.
Marie Helene
· Mentalism
1.
Anca & Lucca
2.
Rob & Emiel
3.
Andrea Rizzolini
· Illusion
1.
Yunke
2.
Doble Mandoble
· General Magic
1.
Laurent Piron
2. Ding Yang
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3. Zhu Mingzhu
· Manipulation
1. Junwoo Park/ Artem Shchukin
2. Eden
3. Francesco Della Bona
· Originality: Ding Yang
· Invention
1. Ramo & Alegria
2. HJ
3. Zhu Mingzhu
Close Up
· Card Magic
1. Markobi
2. Pere Rafart
3. Erik Tait
· Parlour Magic
1. Shoot Ogawa
2. Vincent/ Javi Rufo
3. Jonio
· Micro Magic
1. Simon Coronel/ Luis Olmedo
2. Jacob Schenstrom
3. Mr. Triton
Grand Prix Winners
· Simon Coronel
· Laurent Piron
The act by Laurent Piron had a dancing silk that jumped into and
out of boxes and was truly beautiful. You can guess the method
and you would be right, but it is the best act of that kind.
The act by Simon Coronel involved cutting a playing card into two
rings. The rings linked, then unlinked, and then linked again.
Finally, the linked rings were dropped onto a borrowed finger ring
and that became linked to the lower card (see the picture). This
display of linked cards and finger ring were then put on display for
the judges (and later spectators) to see. I was next to a magician
that fully inspected it and could not figure out the method.
Incredible.
Bay Area magicians I saw there included Adam Cheyer, Alan
Leeds,Rahul Srinivasan, Dan Chan, Gene Matsuura, Brad Sasser, and Perry Yan.
Check out Scott Wells’ daily podcast reports from FISM 2022 on The Magic Word.
And watch a local CBC news story here.
FISM 2025 will be in Torino, Italy.

Paul Lembo Answers Five Questions
1.
Please tell us the first magic trick(s) you were proud to perform and about how old you were.
JUMPING GEMS & MULTIPLYING GOLF BALLS WHEN I WAS 14 YEARS OLD
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2.
And the first important magic book(s) and why?
HOFFMAN’S MODERN MAGIC & GREATER MAGIC. I DISCOVERED THE MECHANICAL WORKINGS OF
VINTAGE APPARATUS, AND STAGE PRESENTATION
3.
If you were going to a desert island for six months to do a deep dive into your magic what three
effects would you take with you to perfect? And what three books would you bring along?
EFFECTS: CHINESE CLOCK AUTOMATON, GOLLYWOG BALL, NIXON FISH BOWLS, BOOKS:
MODERN MAGIC, GREATER MAGIC, THE NIXON MANUSCRIPT.
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4.
You are planning a dinner party followed by your magic show. Among the guests can be any
five people from history (living or dead, magician or not). Who would you invite?
HERMANN, THURSTON, HOUDINI, COPPERFIELD, AL FLOSSO
5. What are words of wisdom or advice you can offer for aspiring prestidigitators?
STUDY HISTORY, BE ORIGINAL, AND PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE!

More about Doc Nixon here.
Tricks and books mentioned may be available from Byron Walker and/or Misdirections Magic Shop where
OMC members get a discount. See Dealer info below.

SHOWMANSHIP TIPS
How do you get attention for your shows?
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Showmanship in your performance and your marketing. Your business card should be something
memorable so it will be kept and remembered. An image, optical illusion or simple magical moment
they can use. And a reason to keep your card.
Make sure that your website, blogs and social media are current. If the most recent items you have
posted are months or years old, either delete them or take the dates off if the information is still
relevant. Don’t post performance videos that are poorly filmed and hard to see or hear. That reflects on
the care that you take as a performer. Everything should be top notch if you consider yourself in that
category.

Showmanship has often been the core of effective movie promotions. A very low budget horror film
could draw audiences with clever attention-getters. This giveaway promotional gimmick is for what

movie?
To find out go to Zombo’s Closet.
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MAGICAL RESOURCE OF THE MONTH

Magic is everywhere. Discover the Magic Around You at Findacadabra.
Findacadabra is the world's largest map of magic. The map of Findacadabra shows the position of
various locations related to magic and provides an integrated search engine.
Findacadabra is completely free and allows registered users to add new places to the map.It is not
complete so do add your favorites. On Findacadabra you can:
Navigate the map or search by keyword, category and/or location and find
Clubs, Shops, Theatres, Libraries, Graves, Museums and many other places related to magic all over
the world;; Get address and GPS coordinates of any location;
Use the GPS features to see your position on the map, look for places nearby and get there with the
navigation link.
…what are you waiting for?

NEWS YOU CAN USE
-An fascinating story of two young Korean magicians, 20-year-old Kim Young-ju and
his apprentice, 16-year-old Ok Ji-suk, who immigrated to San Francisco in 1904 and soon
played at the Orpheum Theater. He ended a long career touring with Bella Lugosi in a
spook show.
Read “Korea's first modern magician ventures abroad” - The Korea Times

-Beautiful Chinese Magician Automaton by Henry Phalibois (1920) video. Description.
Tiny Chinese Automaton Magician Boxes- video and article.
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-The New Magic Academy’s new issue of “Imagine” has just been published online for free at IMAGINE.
They also continue their Sunday free online lectures on August 7 with "The Fantastic Kent Cummins"
who has made money and an impact with his magic for seven decades. "Magic With a Message" was initially
used to describe Gospel Magic. But the concept can also be applied to advertising, education, politics, and just
about anything else that is important to you and your clients. Kent is the founder of "The World-Famous Austin
Magic Auction" and the Fantastic Magic Camp. Visit his Fantastic Magic Center and listen to his new podcast.
For the past seven years, Kent has written the "Marketing Magic" column for The Linking Ring. Now, for the
first time, he is going to share his expertise directly with the New Magic Academy.
Register for the lecture at HERE – 3:00 PM Eastern 2:00 PM Central, 1:00 PM Mountain, noon Pacific
- The Magic Portal’s issue #100 is now available here. Write themagicportal@gmail.com to get on the
mailing list
- Mincing Movie Magic: interview with Gay Blackstone
-At Oakland’s Prescott Circus Theatre, kids learn self-expression by clowning around. Read about it in
Oaklandside. (Thanks to Violet the Clown for this)
-McBride’s Magic & Mystery School continues their Free Virtual meetings on Mondays. Keep up on their
Facebook page.

MAGIC IN THE BAY AREA
Many performers are having success with Virtual Shows and some are once again
doing in person shows. Support your local magicians.
Links for info and tickets are underlined and in blue or red.
LOCAL CLUBS, LECTURES AND MEETINGS
If you are a Northern California magician or club and would like to be listed here, please send
information to GaryMeyerEDF@gmail.com
International Brotherhood of Magicians Ring 216
Rather than another Zoom lecture, try something different: a field trip!

Jay Alexander is bringing his highly reviewed show Mind Tricks Live to
the Pruneyard in Campbell for one night only... and it happens to be
the same night as our Ring meeting. This is a rare opportunity to see
one of the Bay Area's top magicians in performance, and it's too
exciting to miss.
Date: August 10. 2022
Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Pruneyard Cinemas in Campbell
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1875 S Bascom Ave, Campbell, CA 95008
https://pruneyardcinemas.com
Price: Tickets range from $25 to $55
Who can attend: Everyone on this mailing list (you don't have to be a paid member to participate)
Special Offer! Jay has graciously offered a special package for Ring members who attend this show:
●
●
●

Free large popcorn
Special Mind Tricks souvenir coin
Meet and greet with Jay after the show

Come join us! Here's how:
1. Purchase your ticket at the Pruneyard Cinemas website.
2. Let David Martinez know that you plan to attend by sending an email to president@ring216.org.
Plenty of tickets are available as of now, but they're going fast!
Pruneyard Cinemas is the only cinema experience in Silicon Valley with at-your-seat food and beverage service.
Three times voted Silicon Valley’s best movie theater experience and cocktails.

Questions? Contact president@ring216.org

September 14: Flea Market and Auction-Postponed this from June, the plan is do this as an
in-person event at Yu-Ai Kai. Please mark your calendars

Due to the resurgence of COVID, meetings are online.
If you have not yet joined Ring 216, the cost is $25 and is payable via PayPal to
payment@ring216.org.

Website Facebook
=====================================

Silicon Valley Society of American Magicians Assembly
Meets the 2nd Monday of each month online through Zoom.

Upcoming Meetings:
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Jeff McBride
Monday, 8th of August (Lecture)
AND
Saturday, 13th of August (Workshop)
More Info and updates at Facebook. Website

=============================
S.A.M. 112, Diablo Assembly historically meets the third Wednesday of each month at 7pm.
Write to Germar germagic2@aol.com to be put on the mailing list. The website needs some updating
but the basics are there.
S.A.M. 112 hosts the Society of Young Magicians where young wizards can perform and learn. It is
usually the third Monday. Zoom link.
https://hangouts.google.com/call/xHHXATtBTQk3NVLQGv3NAAEA For more information contact
Subash subashshibu8256@gmail.com. They love having other magicians join them to do a trick or
two and/or teach an effect.
Other info on local clubs can be found on East Bay Magic though it is somewhat out of date. Many clubs have
suspended meetings during the pandemic. Send us info about your club.
===================================
VIRTUAL SHOWS, LIVE SHOWS & LOCAL MAGICIANS
If you are not listed here but would like ot be, send your listings to garymeyeredf(at)gmail.com

The big picture of magician listings will be available on the website soon as a permanent page.
Here are some public shows we know are happening.

A Salon of Fine Wine and
Sophisticated Magic
An afternoon of wine tasting and
magic from past OMC President Doug
Eakin aka Doug McCay. At Doc’s Wine
Shop in Hayward every Satruday from
4-5:30pm.
This is a bargain just for Doug’s
performance but you get a curated
wine tasting too. Tickets here.
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Jay Alexander’s “Mind
Tricks” is plays every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday at his
reopened The Marrakech
Magic Theater. Get tickets
here.

.

The California Magic Club in Martinez is hosted by Gerald
Griffin who presents Alexander Great, Hank Morfin, Michael
Rappa, and Luna Shimada in July with a great lineu all
summer. These shows sell out in the intimate Club.
Schedule here. Full info here

Alex Ramon
continues his
summer of magic at
Harvey’s Lake
Tahoe. Dates and
tickets here. News
on Facebook. Zoom
links are here

The Magic Patio in San Francisco scheduled to return in August. David Gerard’s “Signs” and
Andrew Evans’ “Vodvil.” Check for updates here.
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Ace Miles brings Capn’ Jack Spareribs to a variety of
fairs and libraries this summer.
*August - Sonoma County Fair and Bodega Seafood Fest
(Calvin Kai Ku will also be doing magic and circus)
*Sept- Madera District Fair, Santa Cruz County Fair and
Antelope Valley Fair
*October - Desert Empire Fair, Ridgecrest, CA

======================
The magicians are back at Pier 39 in San Francisco.
Look for favorites Glen Micheletti,, Chase
Martin,Patrick Livingstone, Frisco Fred Anderson,
Merrie Mary, Jonathan Strange, and Kris Bentz,
Enjoy and support these hard-working performers. Free
admission. Calendar here.
Christian Cagigal’s San Francisco Ghost Hunt presents Virtual Ghost Hunt Fireside Stories
with Magic, is back from his New York adventure . Check Ghost Hunt schedule.
MONTEREY MAGIC AND
COMEDY CLUB- Website
March and April feature Robert
Hall, Taylor Hughes, Nick Paul,
Chaste Hasty & Kaileigh in
August.
Tucked away through a secret
passageway to an intimate
speakeasy in North Beach is San
Francisco’s newest unmissable
experience: a riveting evening of
mind blowing magic and
mentalism inside the city’s most
exclusive speakeasy. Kevin
Blake’s new show is in two acts
with a brief intermission.
Every Thursday and Friday
from 7-9:30pm. Magic Cocktails
available.
Watch a teaser.
Lots of information and
tickets here.
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Tickets to HARRY POTTER AND THE CURSED CHILD, the
award-winning new play, are now on sale through January 8, 2023 at
the Curran Theater. Harry Potter is back—joined by his son Albus—on
a thrilling new adventure through time. Prepare for spectacular spells
and an epic battle to stop mysterious forces, all while the future hangs
in the balance.
Watch the trailer. The cast brings you up to date video.
BUY TICKETS NOW

Mike Della Penna is one of the most popular magicians
on the public linray circuit and has a packed summer
schedule. Being is school teacher with his own kids prepares
him to be the perfect summer act.
Dennis Kyriakos will be at the Claremont Hotel in
Oakland August 25th. Tickets and info here..
When you have an upcoming show or know of one in
the Bay Area please Email us the information to be listed.
Include title and performer, date, time, location, a short
blurb, website link, & a publicity photo or graphic.
If you are not listed and would like to be included as a bay
area magician let us know.
Email Gary Meyer, Newsletter Editor, at
garymeyeredf@gmail.com

NORTHERN CALIFORNIA MAGIC DEALERS
Have you ever said, “I wish we had a local magic shop?”
Well---we do and please support them or we might lose them, especially in this
difficult time. Some have social distancing in-person hours and all will gladly take
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your order on the phone or from their websites.
MISDIRECTIONS MAGIC SHOP - 1236-9th Avenue (near Golden Gate Park), San Francisco. (415)
566-2180. Locally owned and operated by Joe Pon with a terrific supply of your magic needs,
lectures, private lessons and a place for magicians to gather. The physical store is open 12-3
Tuesday-Friday and 12-5 on Saturdays and Sundays--- with social distancing. They do mail and
phone orders. If he doesn’t have it, he will get it for you. Tell Joe that OMC sent you.
Weekly posts on Instagram, Twitter, YouTube, and Facebook offer suggestions for virtual
show effects. Gift Certificates are available (wink wink, nudge nudge) Get a 10% discount with any
orders of $30 or more if you are a member of OMC

Watch “Is this the last real magic shop?”
Read about April Halog’s visit to Misdirections.
Hoodline interviews owner Joe Pon.
=========================
BYRON WALKER BOOKS - OMC member and long-tine book dealer has about 4000 books in stock
covering magic, mentalism, gambling and bunco, juggling, and ventriloquism. He always stocks the
newest titles and has the rarest of volumes. This is a mail-order business based in San Leandro.
Byron will bring books to the OMC meetings upon request (when they are back in person) but for now
is doing mail order, has good prices and a deep inventory of both the newest books and hard-to-find
vintage volumes. He accepts PayPal. Call him at (510) 276-1854 or email byron.walker@comcast.net
Get a 10% discount with all orders of $40 or more if you are a member of OMC.
SHUFTON MAGIC- Local magician Steve Shufton has a virtual shop with several unique items.
Suzanne talked about them in her lecture. He tells us there are several new effects to be released in
2022 so sign up for his emails.
HOUDINI’S MAGIC SHOP - Beach Street & The Embarcadero, Pier 39, San Francisco The local
branch of a national chain located in resort hotels and amusement parks oriented to tourists but
always worth a visit if in the area.
SAN JOSE MAGIC -376 Race St., San Jose. An eclectic selection of magic curated by Mike Stroud
and Magic Genii. Irregular hours.
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BOARDWALK MAGIC -400 Beach Street, Santa Cruz. Joshua Logan’s labor of love has an excellent
selection and demonstrators who are serious about their craft. Surprisingly good selection for a tourist
location and they will happily special order.
ZUCCHINI’S TRICK ‘N THINGS - Monterey Canning Company, 711 Cannery Row # H, Monterey.
Oriented to tourists with mass market magic, jokes and games but the demonstrators are having fun
and love a visit from other magicians. Worth a visit if you are at the Monterey Aquarium.
EVANGELINE’S COSTUME MANSION - 113 K Street, Sacramento A fun shop of over 4800 square
feet of basic magic tricks and a huge selection of novelty items, jokes, wigs and just plain fun.
Upstairs are two floors filled with accessories and every imaginable costume.
--------------------------------------------------------The greater Sacramento area has become a home for magic companies but you can’t buy retail from
Murphy’s Magic. Look at their offerings online and ask your favorite dealer to order for you. Penguin
Magic and L&L Publishing are also based there and Ellusionist is based in Petaluma, but they do not
have storefronts and are mail order warehouses only. They all offer informative newsletters and
occasional free stuff. But order their products from your local dealer like Misdirections.
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